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To:
  • Robert Frost <robert.frost@napavalley.edu>

Dear All,

At the direction of the Board, we continue to work through the remaining procedures that need to be updated or approved, using the CCLC Policy Service templates as guidance. These documents are legally required or advised. They have been published in the Board Policy Manual in Board Docs and here.

NVC employees are asked to review these documents and provide input. Given the many procedures to be updated, or approved for the first time, our consultation process will remain open and continue after posting, using a “Additional Review Requested” designation for new/revised procedures. These and subsequent procedures have been posted with a review deadline that extends into October to allow for faculty review and input.

I want to encourage special attention to 2410, which involves all college governance.

• AP 2410 Board Policy and Administrative Procedure
• AP 7341 Sabbaticals